
Exercise: He vs Him

Instructions : In this exercise, choose between the words
“He” and “Him” to fill in the blank in each sentence.

1. Sarah asked if you had seen __________ recently.
2. The manager wants to talk to __________ about the new project.
3. The teacher praised both Maria and __________ for their outstanding work.
4. When the doorbell rang, __________ went to answer it.
5. Lisa told me that __________ would be bringing dessert to the party.
6. Lisa invited John and __________ to her birthday party.
7. Please let me know if you find __________ before I do.
8. Alex is friends with both Mike and __________, but today __________ is joining us

for lunch.
9. Alex told me that __________ would be coming to the meeting.
10. The detective questioned Jake and __________ about the incident.
11. Emily didn’t recognize Tom because she had never met __________ before.
12. Mark said that the package was for __________.
13. The coach congratulated both Sam and __________ on their excellent performance.
14. I’m not sure if you should trust __________ with that secret.
15. Sandra is looking for __________; she needs his help with the project.
16. It was surprising to see Sarah with __________ at the art gallery.
17. The principal wants to speak with Jake and __________ about the school event.
18. When the phone rang, __________ answered it right away.

.

Answers
1. Sarah asked if you had seen him recently.
2. The manager wants to talk to him about the new project.
3. The teacher praised both Maria and him for their outstanding work.
4. When the doorbell rang, he went to answer it.
5. Lisa told me that he would be bringing dessert to the party.
6. Lisa invited John and him to her birthday party.
7. Please let me know if you find him before I do.
8. Alex is friends with both Mike and him, but today he is joining us for lunch.
9. Alex told me that he would be coming to the meeting.
10. The detective questioned Jake and him about the incident.
11. Emily didn’t recognize Tom because she had never met him before.
12. Mark said that the package was for him.
13. The coach congratulated both Sam and him on their excellent performance.
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14. I’m not sure if you should trust him with that secret.
15. Sandra is looking for him; she needs his help with the project.
16. It was surprising to see Sarah with him at the art gallery.
17. The principal wants to speak with Jake and him about the school event.
18. When the phone rang, he answered it right away.
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